Abstract: We explain a reparameterization invariance in the Standard Model Effective Field Theory present when consideringψψ →ψψ scatterings (with ψ a fermion) and how this leads to unconstrained combinations of Wilson coefficients in global data analyses restricted to these measurements. We develop a {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input parameter scheme and compare results to the case when an input parameter set {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } is used to constrain this effective theory from the global data set, confirming the input parameter independence of the unconstrained combinations of Wilson coefficients, and supporting the reparameterization invariance explanation. We discuss some conceptual issues related to these degeneracies that are relevant for LHC data reporting and analysis.
Introduction
Hidden invariances can be present in Effective Field Theories (EFTs) and explain empirically observed structures of the EFT, or relations between otherwise free parameters in the theory. These relations and structures are important to uncover when the Standard Model (SM) is promoted to the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) in order to systematically search for the effects of physics beyond the SM. When such physics is present in corrections to SM predictions, significant phenomenological consequences can result. 1 An empirically observed structure of the SMEFT is how the constraints from a large set of pre-LHC data project onto the Wilson coefficients of higher dimensional operators. Two unconstrained directions in the SMEFT Wilson coefficient space have been found in the global ψψ →ψψ data set. This fact is manifest in the particular operator basis of Ref. [6] , but not in other formalisms. The incorporation ofψψ →ψψψψ scattering data is known to lift these unconstrained directions [7, 8] , so it is critical to incorporate this data in order to globally constrain the SMEFT parameters leading to anomalous Z couplings.
In this paper we explain how the presence of unconstrained directions inψψ →ψψ scattering data is due to the fact that the description of these processes is invariant under a particular reparameterization, which is illustrated in detail in Section 2. In Section 2.3 we discuss howψψ →ψψψψ scattering data breaks this structure because it does not respect the same invariance in an operator basis independent manner using a scaling argument.
The reparameterization invariance is not due to a symmetry of the SMEFT, but rather originates as a property ofψψ →ψψ scattering processes. As such, it is always present as a basis independent feature of this class of measurements. Nonetheless, how this translates into the appearance of unconstrained directions in a global fit analysis does depend on the operator basis employed. We discuss the issue of UV assumptions and basis choice, and how utilizing a mass eigenstate formalism or various power counting assumptions can make the impact of the reparameterization invariance non-manifest in Section 2.2.
The interpretation of this invariance is subtle because it requires the equations of motion (EOM) to understand and, further, it is a property limited to a subset of observables used to define the numerical values of the Lagrangian parameters through "input parameters". As a consequence, one could speculate that these unconstrained directions are just accidental structures related to a particular basis or input parameter set. In order to examine the input parameter scheme dependence, we perform a global data analysis for LEPI data on the properties of the Z boson, e + e − → e + e − scattering and e + e − →ψψψψ production data in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } and in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input parameter schemes. In Section 3.3 we demonstrate that these results confirm the input parameter independence of the reparameterization invariance. At the same time, the correlations and constraints on operators due to observables of different Feynman diagram topologies, even in the same operator basis, show some numerical scheme dependence, as we also show. These results also support assigning a SMEFT theoretical error to naive leading order global constraint analyses, as we discuss in Section 3.3.
Finally, in Section 4, we conclude with some comments on the impact of these results on SMEFT analyses of global data sets including LHC data.
The Standard Model Effective Field Theory
The EFT approach to physics beyond the SM introduces local contact operators to capture the low energy, or infrared (IR), limit of such physics below new physics scale(s) ∼ Λ. When L6 Renormalization Group [1, 2] , non-interferences in tree level scatterings due to helicity [3, 4] , and the global symmetry based structure embedded in the SMEFT operator expansion [5] .
the following assumptions are also made, this approach has come to be known as the SMEFT.
First, it is assumed that SU(2) L ×U(1) Y is spontaneously broken to U(1) em by the vacuum expectation value ( H † H ≡v 2 T /2) of the Higgs doublet field. Second, the observed scalar is assumed to be J P = 0 + and embedded in a doublet of SU(2) L in the EFT construction. Thereby, no large non-linearities are introduced by ultraviolet (UV) dynamics that is integrated out, which distinguishes this approach from the HEFT (Higgs-EFT) formalism [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Finally, the SMEFT also assumes a mass gap so thatv T /Λ < 1. The L SM EF T that follows is the sum of SU(3) C × SU(2) L × U(1) Y invariant higher dimensional operators built out of SM fields
Here L (k) contains the dimension k operators Q (k)
α . The number of non redundant operators in L (5) , L (6) , L (7) and L (8) is known [6, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . We adopt a naive power counting in mass dimension in this paper. This choice makes the reparameterization invariance clearer as we discuss in Section 2.2.1, where we also comment on the impact of alternative operator normalization choices. We employ the Warsaw basis of dimension six operators of Ref. [6] with the notation Q i to denote an operator defined in this basis. See Ref. [6] for the explicit operator definitions. We use a notation where we implicitly absorb the factor of 1/Λ 2 into the C i for most results, unless explicitly noted. Further notational conventions are the use of a hat superscript for input parameters, or Lagrangian parameters related to input parameters at tree level, and a bar superscript for canonically normalized L SM EF T parameters.
Reparameterization invariance in the SMEFT
When considering small perturbations to SM predictions in an EFT it is required to clearly distinguish a signal process used to uncover such perturbations from background processes. Frequently, this signal isolation is done by exploiting tree level resonant exchange with a minimum number of initial states and final states, so that the signal process is kinematically distinct enough from the background in how it populates phase space to be well measured.
This practical experimental consideration makesψψ → V →ψψ scattering a critical process to make precise measurements in a collider environment. Here ψ are spin 1/2 states, so that the intermediate state is spin one or spin zero, and we consider the case that V is a vector field. The reparameterization invariance at work in the SMEFT inψψ →ψψ scattering 2 is due to the degeneracy in the normalization of the kinetic term of V and Vψψ corrections when considering these processes. Consider the following schematic Lagrangian of d ≤ 4 interactions
where
Here i, j, k, l are flavour indices. It is not important that the coupling of the vector field to the fermions ψ is normalized to be the same (as indicated by the rescaling by κ in the last term), only that the couplings are both proportional to the same parameter. The vector boson can always be transformed between canonical and non-canonical form in its kinetic term by a field redefinition without physical effect due to a corresponding correction in the LSZ formula [28] . 3 Restricting one's attention to the interactions explicit in Eqn. 2.1, such a shift can be canceled by a corresponding shift of g. This fact is used in standard formulations of the SMEFT to take the theory to canonical form, where correlated transformations of the form
The freedom to make these transformations also defines an unobservable physical redundancy of description in a subset of scattering events. The same set of physicalψψ → V →ψψ scatterings at tree level can be parameterized by an equivalence class of fields and coupling parameters
. This is clearly reminiscent of reparameterization invariance in Heavy Quark Effective Field Theory [31, 32] , and as a result we will refer to this as SMEFT reparameterization invariance.
This invariance is present when considering a subclass of observables 5 due to the condition that the amplitude derived is proportional to the same power of g and V rescalings. This invariance has a physical impact through the EOM relations between classes of operators that have been discussed in the literature a number of times before in Refs. [30, [38] [39] [40] although its understanding in terms of an operator basis independent reparameterization invariance has not been discussed in detail previously.
In this identification of a reparameterization invariance we have neglected the effect of m 2 ψ /m 2 V corrections (we have used Feynman gauge above) and numerically suppressed terms and loop corrections. The degeneracy of description is present so long as these effects are neglected. For example, for this class of S matrix elements a condition is that m 2 ψ /m 2
This is a good approximation for V = {W, Z} for Λ in the few TeV range. Neglecting SMEFT loop corrections when considering LEPI near Z pole data is not advisable [41] [42] [43] [44] [46] [47] [48] . Nevertheless, we demonstrate in this paper how the unconstrained directions present in naive leading order analyses come about due to this invariance.
3 A naive treatment of a massive vector boson as an asymptotic S matrix element can also introduce challenges from gauge invariance, however, see the discussion in Ref. [29] , and references therein, on how this naivety can be avoided. 4 See for example the discussion in Section 5.4 of Ref. [30] . 5 For further discussions on reparameterization invariance in EFT's see Refs [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
EOM implementation of the reparameterization invariance
The consequences of the reparameterization invariance require the use of the EOM to fully explore. The SM EOM that are relevant are 
The S R class of data is simultaneously invariant under the two independent reparameterizations that leave the products (g 1 B µ ) and (g 2 W i µ ) unchanged, so that the vectors w B and w W constitute a basis for the vector space of unconstrained directions. This result holds independently of whether the operators Q HB and Q HW themselves are present or not in the chosen L 6 basis.
Using the global fit described in Section 3.3 under the assumption of zero SMEFT theoretical error [41-43, 46, 47] , the unconstrained directions in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme are found to be
These can be projected into the vector space defined by w B,W as
This result is consistent with these unconstrained directions having their origin in a reparameterization invariance.
The physical consequences of these unconstrained directions are subtle. A direct matching onto the SMEFT from a UV sector is unlikely to correspond to exactly the unconstrained directions inψψ →ψψ data in the following sense. So long as the operators Q HB and Q HW are retained in the basis they are likely to receive such a direct matching contribution. The unconstrained directions make manifest the need to measure Feynman diagrams of different topologies thanψψ → V →ψψ in order to constrain the properties of the gauge bosons vertex corrections to the SM fermions consistently as the Wilson coefficients of individual operators can carry different meanings in different operator bases. As a result, the fit spaces of EFT approaches to physics beyond the SM are expected to be intrinsically highly correlated across measurement classes. This is exactly found in global fit results. A consequence is the correct treatment of correlations (both theoretical and experimental) between measurements is critical to obtain a consistent global constraint picture. We return to this point below.
Basis choices and reparameterization invariance in the SMEFT
When constructing a complete, independent operator basis, Eqs. 2.6 are employed to remove two among the operators appearing in those expressions from the final chosen set. In particular, Eq. 2.6a allows to remove one among Q HB , D µ H † B µν D ν H and the fermionic invariants with a SU(2) L singlet contraction, while Eq. 2.6b allows to remove one among Q HW , D µ H † W µν D ν H and the fermionic invariants with a SU(2) L triplet contraction. For the sake of illustrating the physical interpretation of the reparameterization invariance, we explore here the consequences of three alternative choices 6 :
• choosing to remove D µ H † X µν D ν H, X = {B, W } as in the Warsaw basis [6] .
Since the operators removed do not affectψψ →ψψ scatterings at tree level, the reparameterization invariance belonging to these processes manifests itself as the presence of four unconstrained parameters: C HW , C HB and the two combinations w B , w W defined in 2.9. The inclusion ofψψ →ψψψψ data lifts the degeneracies within w B , w W but leaves C HW , C HB unconstrained.
• choosing to remove Q HB , Q HW .
As above, the analysis ofψψ →ψψ scatterings leaves four quantities unconstrained: w B , w W and the Wilson coefficients assigned to the two D µ H † X µν D ν H operators. Includinḡ ψψ →ψψψψ data allows to access two out of these four, but because all the Wilson coefficients considered contribute to the latter processes, the two residual unconstrained directions shall be linear combinations of the initial four.
• choosing to remove two fermionic invariants while retaining all the bosonic operators, as in the case of the construction reported in Ref. [49] . 
The complete sum of currents involves fermion fields that have the flavour index (i), on the other hand, the kinetic terms of the vector bosons are not flavour dependent. The choice of operator basis does not have a physical effect, so long as no flavour symmetry is explicitly broken by an assumption with choosing a basis, and the operator basis used respects the equivalence theorem [47, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] in its relation to the Warsaw basis, (i.e. the operator bases should be related by gauge independent field redefinitions). Once enough measurements are made and mapped to the SMEFT in a consistent fashion to constrain all parameters, which requires a combination of Higgs data,ψψ →ψψ data andψψ →ψψψψ data these unconstrained directions in the Wilson coefficient space can be consistently constrained simultaneously. However, we stress that it is required to not assume correlations or lack thereof between parameters that act to explicitly break the consequences of the reparameterization invariance while doing so to obtain basis independent results. 7
Power counting choices and reparameterization invariance
A number of historical conceptual barriers have blocked this understanding ofψψ →ψψ scatterings in the SMEFT. Until the discovery of the Higgs like boson, it was appropriate and well motivated to use the STU approach to electroweak precision data (EWPD) [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . This approach was of manifest utility, but it is not field redefinition invariant and it does not lend itself to this understanding of the reparameterization invariance 8 . Differing power counting choices can also block this understanding. In this work we are using a naive power counting in terms of operator mass dimension, which allows the reparameterization invariance to be identified directly. The naive dimensional analysis power counting scheme discussed in Refs. [64] [65] [66] [67] preserves the relations 2.7 in the sense that the operators of classes 13) are assigned the same power counting. We also note that these operators are assigned the same chiral number, see Ref. [67] . Alternative approaches [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] can introduce UV dependence that can prevent the reparameterization invariance from being manifest. This is because the relations 2.7 are a property of the SMEFT when treated as a field theory irrespective of its unknown UV completion, and UV matchings need not preserve it. For example, some operators in the EOM, and in the unconstrained directions w α 1,2 have frequently been associated with "tree-loop" operator schemes [73] and "universal theories" [74] [75] [76] . The EOM relations in Eqn. 2.7 directly relate and equate operators of a tree and loop form in their projection ontoψψ →ψψ scatterings, so this UV bias is very difficult to reconcile with the reparameterization invariance discussion above. The idea of universal theories suffers from the same issue, as some operators present in Eqn. 2.7 are of a universal form, and others are not. Despite this, so long as the Wilson coefficients are allowed to counteract such an operator normalization choice when fitting the data in a global analyses, one can still uncover the unconstrained directions in the L 6 Wilson coefficient space, no matter what operator normalization is adopted.
A recent approach of using mass eigenstate coupling parameters to characterize deviations from the Standard Model makes the presence of unconstrained directions even harder to uncover in data analyses. The EOM relations key to understanding the reparameterization invariance do not have a (manifest) equivalent in the parameterization chosen, although the fact that there remain un-probed aspects of the Z boson phenomenology inψψ →ψψ scatterings is acknowledged in Refs. [77, 78] . It is also worth noting that defining correlations for mass eigenstate parameter formalisms in a form that manifestly preserves the consequences of the reparameterization invariance (while maintaining a consistent use of the data) in global analyses remains an unsolved problem.
Scalings of scatterings to break degeneracies
It is understood thatψψ →ψψψψ scattering measurements are required to fully constrain parameters present in LEP data in an unambiguous fashion. This has been observed by examining higher dimensional operator EOM relations, and also discovered explicitly in global
Figure 1: Sample diagram topologies forψψ →ψψ and doubly resonantψψ →ψψψψ scattering with charged currents.
data analyses [63] . The fact that these measurements break the invariance can be understood with the following simple operator basis independent scaling argument. Consider scattering of the formψψ →ψψψψ. The processes shown in A 3 are perturbative corrections to the SM interactions in a manner that preserves the reparameterization invariance. The topology shown in the middle figure, A 2 might be considered to be perturbated by the rescaling of the SM kinetic term of the SU(2) L field. However, these corrections drop out, in a manner that is consistent with Eqn.2.2 being preserved, which does not lead to a relative shift in the TGC vertex. As a consequence dependence on the operator Q HW cancels in this process. However, the amplitude A 2 can also be perturbed from the SM value by the introduction of the terms labeled in the Effective Lagrangian with g Z,γ 1 , κ Z,γ and λ Z,γ in Eqn. 3.21. These non-vanishing contributions, not definable as a W or B field rescaling consistent the reparameterization invariance, are not forbidden by any symmetry. The corresponding amplitudes are directly not invariant under Eqn.2.2, due to these unfixed rescaling parameters no matter what basis is chosen. The degeneracy is weakly broken experimentally as the t-channel neutrino exchange diagram is dominant numerically [7] near the W + W − threshold that dominates LEPII data. 9 
Input parameter independence of physical SMEFT conclusions
A physical reparameterization invariance ofψψ →ψψ scatterings should be input parameter set independent. Input parameters play a critical role in a perturbative field theory analysis. The parameters present in the Lagrangian (couplings and scales) need to be fixed numerically using a set of precisely measured input observables. Nevertheless, the input parameters are 9 For this reason it is also important to break this degeneracy in a consistent manner by using theψψ → ψψψψ scattering data, and avoid using constraints modeled and projected onto an effective-TGC vertex if possible [79] . Numerically this issue does not seem to dramatically effect numerical conclusions comparing the results in [44, 78] , although all of these results are subject to very substantial theoretical uncertainties [41] [42] [43] [44] [46] [47] [48] and the results in [44, 78] are so highly constrained they mimic "one at a time" operator analyses that cannot be consistent with the consequences of the reparameterization invariance. a choice and the existence of a reparameterization invariance and its consequences should not be limited to only one input parameter set. The reason is that although the inferred numerically defined Lagrangian used to interpolate between and define S matrix elements in a perturbative expansion introduces an input parameter scheme dependence into predictions, if physical observables are related to each other directly, then this scheme dependence cancels out. In this sense the existence of a physical reparameterization invariance should not depend on input parameter choice. Clearly the individual numerical results present in the global fit do depend upon the input parameter set chosen. To complete this argument, it is required to demonstrate the input parameter independence of the reparameterization invariance inψψ →ψψ scatterings by showing that a decomposition similar to Eqn. 2.11 can be performed in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme.
The {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme is in common use in the literature, so we do not exhaustively discuss this approach here, see Refs. [30, 42-44, 78, 80-83] . Results directly related to the fit in use here are in Ref. [30, [42] [43] [44] 48] in the SMEFT. We use the numerical values for the input parameters in Table 1 . In the next section we develop the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme for the SMEFT, while in Appendix B we do the same for the HEFT Lagrangian, in the basis of Ref. [17] .
Tree level: In this scheme, the measured SM Lagrangian parameters are inferred following the tree level definitionŝ
and in addition
Core shifts parameters: The input parameters are written as their canonically normalized Lagrangian expressions -ȳ i -plus a contribution proportional to the relevant L 6 Wilson coefficients, denoted δy i , so that
and we have in the U(3) 5 flavour symmetric limit the results for the input parameter shifts 10
In addition we define the short hand notation for the shift in the Weinberg angle in terms of input parameters
Effective Z couplings: The effective axial and vector couplings of the SMEFT Z boson are defined with the normalization
Restricting our attention to a minimal U(3) 5 linear MFV scenario (J Zx µ ) pr (J Zx µ )δ pr we define the shifted effective axial and vector couplings as
and
Our normalization of the couplings in L Z,ef f is such thatḡ
stands for the direct contributions from fermionic operators given by
Hq − C Hu , (3.13)
where 15) and it is unchanged moving between the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } and {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } schemes. The couplings g f A and g ν V are also unchanged moving between these schemes.
Effective W ± couplings: For the coupling of the W ± boson we define
Effective photon couplings: For the effective coupling of the photon we define 19) and
Where the effective coupling in the canonically normalized SMEFT [30, 42] expressed in this set of input observables is
The observability of shifts in the effective photon couplings requires a measurement in addition to the near Z-pole LEP measurements to constrain all parameters in the SMEFT. In the fit results we report below, we use e + e − → e + e − scattering for this purpose.
Triple gauge boson interaction effective couplings:
We use the parameterization of the C and P even Effective TGC Lagrangian [89] 
23)
The δκ Z = δg Z 1 − t 2 θ δκ γ relationship identified holds in the SMEFT Lagrangian with L 6 corrections in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme, but is not satisfied when including L 8 corrections [7] . This relation is not satisfied in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme, even considering L 6 corrections, however a more general relation 28) holds in both schemes considering L 6 corrections. The reason this relation holds is effective TGC corrections come about in two ways considering L 6 corrections. Effective shifts introduced due to relating SM couplings to input parameters and direct contributions to anomalous TGC couplings (not of a λ V form). The former class of corrections come in a form that respects δκ V − δg V 1 = 0. The later set of corrections at L 6 comes about due to C HW B in either input parameter set, which respects Eqn. 3.28. The relation δλ γ = δλ Z holds in both input parameter sets.
The {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input parameter scheme has been in common use in the SM precision calculating community [90] [91] [92] but this scheme has not been considered extensively in previous studies in the SMEFT. 11 This is an unfortunate historical accident due to the precise measurement ofm W at the Tevatron appearing after LEP data. The demonstration of the robustness of such transverse variable measurements ofm W against measurement bias in the SMEFT [96] , and the precise measurements starting to appear from LHC [97] indicates that using this scheme is numerically sound in studies of this form and can have a number of benefits.
A key benefit is related to lifting the reparameterization invariance present inψψ →ψψ scattering in global data analyses in a consistent fashion. When the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme is used andψψ →ψψψψ observables are employed for this purpose, a problem at leading order is introduced due to the need to expand the pole of the W ± boson propagators in SMEFT corrections. To perform a χ 2 fit the expansion
is made, where the propagator modification is given by [44] δχ
Here the bar superscript indicates a parameter at tree level in the canonically normalized SMEFT, δX indicates the complete correction to the quantity X due to L 6 corrections, and the hat superscript notation indicates a measured parameter. s ij = (p i + p j ) 2 for the four momentum p i,j carried by the final states. The shift in the W ± mass pole in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme is the same order as the SMEFT corrections. This formally introduces an ambiguity into the global constraint picture of the Wilson coefficient the same order as the Wilson coefficients fit to, as the requirement to expand around the physical poles to obtain a gauge invariant decomposition of the total cross section [98] [99] [100] is violated. Using a {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme avoids this shift in the pole mass in an analysis ofψψ →ψψψψ observables.
Another benefit of the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F }-input scheme is the one loop corrections in this scheme are arguably easier to implement [94, 95] . Finally, the measurement scales of the input parameters are closer together, minimizing large logs in the perturbative expansion of observables.
predictions for LEP observables
Predictions for the observables used in the global data analyses reported in Refs. [42-44, 78, 101-104] use the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } input parameter set. For many collider observables, the theoretical and experimental error assigned to a SM prediction is far larger than the scheme dependence of an observable. In this case theory predictions being reformulated switching between input parameter schemes will have small numerical effects on constraints. However, a subset of the LEPI pseudo-observables are a special case of precision in experimental and theoretical prediction, rising to ∼ 0.1% level precision in a few cases (R ,σ h ,Γ Z ), and should be reformulated switching between schemes. Predictions of the LEPI pseudo-observables in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F }-input parameter scheme are produced as follows. 12 We use the expansion formula reported in Ref. [88] for the LEPI pseudo-observables as a function of {m h ,m Z ,m t , ∆α,α(M z )} combined with the expansion formuli reported in Ref. [105] form W as a function of the same set of inputs. We solve the latter form W to replace dependence on ∆α in Ref. [88] in favour ofm W . We use the quoted value of the Tevatron average measurement ofm W = 80.387 ± 0.016 GeV to then produce effective predictions of the LEPI pseudo-observables as a function of {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F }. Using this method we find the results in Table 2 . The observables reported are defined as
The impact of the change between these schemes is illustrated in Fig. 2 . To shift to the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme we also introduce a theoretical error for the m W mass. We use the inferred dependence in the expansion formuli of Ref. [88, 105] onm W , defining this error for each observable in the scheme x i = {m W , α} as (∇X) x i where
32)
12 We thank A. Freitas for suggesting this approach. 
Figure 2:
The left figure shows the relative % level change in each observable shifting from the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } to the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme defined as (X m W −X α )/X α ×100%. The right handed figure shows the total theoretical error in each observable in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme (left handed red bar), the total theoretical error in each observable in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme (middle blue bar) and the experimental error (right yellow bar) when quoted in Ref. [84] . The numerical results are reported in Table 2 .
and (∇ m W ) = 0.016 GeV. This study should be supplemented with a dedicated analysis producing predictions for the full set of EWPD observables directly, without use of the intermediate expansion formulas in Ref. [88, 105] . However, as the theoretical error in both schemes are below the experimental errors in all cases, this initial study is sufficient for our purpose.
Numerical global fit results
A global fit analysis to LEP data using the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } and the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } schemes is used here to quantify the impact of the inputs choice on the resulting constraints on the Wilson coefficients. This analysis is presented in two consecutive stages: in a first step only 31 LEPI observables, obtained from measurements ofψψ →ψψ scattering processes, are included. In both schemes the results obtained exhibit two unconstrained directions. As a second step, LEPII measurements ofψψ →ψψψψ scattering through W ± currents are incorporated in the fit, in order to lift the unconstrained directions.
Fit methodology: We employ the fit method of Refs. [43, 44] . The measured value of a given observableÔ i is assumed to be a gaussian variable centered about the theoretical prediction in the SMEFTŌ i so that the likelihood function can be defined as Here ρ exp /ρ th are the experimental/theoretical correlation matrices and ∆ exp i /∆ th i are the experimental/theoretical error of the observable O i . The theoretical error for each observable is defined so as to contain both the SM theoretical uncertainty ∆ i,SM and a constant relative SMEFT theory error ∆ SMEFT [42] defined as
We define the χ 2 variable as χ 2 = −2 log(L(C)). Potential unconstrained directions in the analysis can finally be identified as the null eigenvectors of the Fisher information matrix
(3.36)
LEPI observables
The first stage of the global analysis follows closely the procedure presented in Refs. [42, 43] , the main difference being the fact that we use 31 observables measured at LEPI instead of the 103 observables considered in Refs. [42, 43] . This choice does not limit the power of the fit in a significant way and it suffices to illustrate the main physical conclusions. We include measurements of
• the near Z-pole observables listed in Table 2 and the W ± mass,
• the forward-backward asymmetries A 0,f
• the differential distributions of bhabha scattering dσ(e + e − → e + e − )/d cos θ.
Notice that the measurement of the W ± mass represents a constraint only when the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme is adopted, while the inclusion of e + e − → e + e − scattering data is required in order to introduce an independent constraint on the value ofα in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme.
The theoretical SM predictions in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme for the first category of observables were computed in the previous section, and the results are listed in Table 2 . The theoretical values for the latter two categories, instead, vary by a quantity smaller than the theoretical error when switching between input parameter schemes. As such the theory predictions were taken to be the same as the values quoted in Ref. [43] which also lists the experimental data used and errors.
The analytic dependence of the observables on the Lagrangian parameters was given in Ref. [42] and is formally unchanged in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme. The main difference with the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme computation is the fact thatᾱ andḡ γ 1 now carry a dependence on the SMEFT parameters, whilem W does not. For this limited set of observables, the subset of relevant L 6 Wilson coefficients arẽ
Hq , C HW B , C HD , C ll , C ee , C le }.
(3.37)
Using the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme and normalizing to the coefficient of C He the null eigenvectors of the Fisher information matrix are Performing the fit in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme the unconstrained directions are
Hq + C
Hl ) + 1.60C HW B , (3.40)
Since all the observables included are extracted from measurements ofψψ →ψψ processes, they satisfy the reparameterization invariance presented in Section 2.1. As a consequence these unconstrained directions must be a linear combination of the vectors w B,W defined in Eqs. 2.9 if the reparameterization invariance identified is scheme independent. We find this is the case and the unconstrained directions decompose as 
Incorporatingψψ →ψψψψ production data
In a second stage of the analysis, LEPII measurements ofψψ →ψψψψ scattering via W ± currents are incorporated in the global fit. We follow the procedure adopted in Ref. [44] , computing the total spin-averaged cross section for the process e + e − →ψψψψ in the SMEFT with the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input parameter scheme, for eight different values of the center-ofmass energy. The results are given in terms of a set of common shift parameter in Table 3 .
Here the main differences with the computation in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme are in the presence of non-vanishing contributions due to δg γ 1 and δe/ê ∼ δα/α and in the treatment of the pole in the W ± propagators, which, as detailed in Sec. 3.2, does not need to be expanded in this case, thus ensuring a more consistent gauge invariant decomposition of the cross section.
We also compute the angular distribution dσ/d cos θ as in Ref. [44] , where θ is the angle formed by the momenta of the W + and of the incoming e − in the center-of-mass reference frame. In order to compare the theoretical prediction to LEPII data, we apply the kinematic cut −0.94 < θ < 0.94 which ensures that, in the semileptonic final state, the angle θ between Table 4 : Angular bin cross section contributions (in pb) toψψ →ψψψψ production in the m W -input scheme due to shift parameters. The overall normalization and notation are the same as those of Table 3 . The corresponding results obtained in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme were reported in Table 3 of Ref. [44] . the outgoing charged lepton and the beamline does not exceed the detector acceptance of 20 o .
Finally, we compute the cross section for four bins defined by
The results are given in terms of the core shift parameters in Table 4 , while the corresponding values for the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } input choice were reported in Table 3 of Ref. [44] . Incorporating doubly-resonant e + e − →ψψψψ data introduces 74 extra observables 13 and an additional set of 8 relevant Wilson coefficients to the global fit:
Because e + e − →ψψψψ processes are not invariant under the simultaneous rescaling of the gauge bosons fields and of their associated couplings, their inclusion in the global fit breaks the unconstrained directions inψψ →ψψ global analyses. Therefore it is possible to infer bounds on each of the 20 Wilson coefficients after profiling over the others when this data is included. These constraints are displayed in Figure 3 for both the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F } and the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input schemes and for two different choices of the SMEFT theoretical error due to neglected higher order effects in the analyses. See Appendix C for the numerical results that these figures correspond to. Comparing the results of the two schemes, it is possible to notice the presence of some scheme dependence, that is comparable (but sub-dominant) to the 1σ theory error that emerges from the fit. Comparing how much the bounds in the two schemes overlap when a ∼ 1% SMEFT theory error is assigned, shows how considering a theoretical error for the SMEFT ameliorates the scheme dependence of global constraint results. We also show in Figure 4 , for the sake of comparison, the constraints obtained minimizing the χ 2 with one Wilson coefficient at a time. We stress that such analyses should be interpreted with significant caution, as they do not seem relatable to a consistent UV scenario inducing an operator matching pattern of this form. This is due to the non-minimal character of the SMEFT [106] when the new scales introduced (Λ) have a dynamical origin.
Finally, Figure 5 gives a graphical representation of the correlation matrices among the Wilson coefficients obtained in both schemes. The fit space is highly correlated, irrespective of the input parameter choice. This is mostly a physical consequence of the reparameterization invariance as is demonstrated by the fact that the parameters related to the reparameterization invariance {C He , C Hu , C Hd , C
Hl , C
Hq , C
Hq , C HD }. (3.46) are found to be strongly correlated. The parameter C HW B is also involved in the unconstrained directions but its correlation is significantly washed out by the use of e + e − →ψψψψ processes to break the reparameterization invariance. The degree to which C HW B is uncorrelated by the inclusion of this data shows significant scheme dependence, being more correlated in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme. 13 The fit includes a total of 66 measurements of the total cross sections provided independently by the 
Conclusions
In this paper we have explained a reparameterization invariance that is present inψψ →ψψ scattering in the SMEFT. This invariance is broken by the inclusion of scattering data with different Feynman diagram topologies and it represents an underlying physical reason why the fit space of the L 6 corrections in the SMEFT is so highly correlated. The invariance is manifest in a particular operator basis, but largely hidden in other formalisms. Nevertheless the invariance follows from a simple scaling argument and its existence is input parameter scheme independent. In order to check this, we have developed a {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input paexperiments L3, OPAL and ALEPH for different values of √ s and final states, plus 8 independent measurements of the angular distribution. rameter scheme for global SMEFT fits, and applied it to a global analysis ofψψ →ψψ and ψψ →ψψψψ scattering data, finding some scheme dependence in the conclusions. We have also discussed why the adoption of a {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input parameter scheme has theoretical advantages as the SMEFT is further developed.
If a formalism is used to globally fit the data in the SMEFT that makes this reparameterization invariance non manifest, then it is essential that the correlations of the Wilson coefficients, or a power counting assumption, is not simultaneously assumed to be inconsistent with the consequences of the reparameterization invariance in order to obtain constraints that are basis independent in the SMEFT. This is already the case in global analyses when consideringψψ →ψψ andψψ →ψψψψ data. Although this can be done in operator bases in a fairly direct fashion, it is not clear how a mass eigenstate parameter formalism and corresponding fits can define such a theoretical correlation matrix 14 to ensure the consequences of the reparameterization invariance in Wilson coefficient relationships is not explicitly broken by assumption, instead of the consistent use of the data. These challenges can be further emphasised and introduce further inconsistencies with the inclusion of the vast LHC data set that is being recorded and reported in EFT analyses. Irrespective of what approach is used, the results of this work favour the use of EFT formalisms that do not obscure the physical consequences of the relations in Eqn. 2.7 in order to obtain a consistent global constraint picture on physics beyond the SM combining LEP, low energy and LHC data.
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A Jacobian relations between input parameter schemes
The mapping of the shifts in observables in the SMEFT in the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme into the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme can be directly inferred as follows. The total shift in an observable X due to all operators in the SMEFT, computed in a scheme of input parameters {y i } we denote as
Here we are denoting a linearized variation at leading order in the power counting of the SMEFT with the notation ∆ and ∆y i denotes the correction in an input parameter {y i } of this order so that ∆y i =ŷ i −ȳ i . (δX) d denotes a direct L 6 operator contribution to an observable due to an operator in L 6 , present in any scheme. This can be easily translated into another input parameters set {z j } via
where (∆z j ) y i denotes the shift in the quantity z j computed in the y i scheme due to input parameter dependence. In the input parameter schemes used in this paper we take
The overlap of y i , z j and the orthogonality of the input parameters leads to a shift in translating from the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme into the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme being given by
For our case, this expression simplifies to a correction of the form
We use this simple cross check of the results reported obtained by direct calculation. This simple relationship is somewhat accidental in the input parameter sets examined here, and follows from
B {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } inputs scheme in the HEFT
In this Appendix we develop the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme for the HEFT Lagrangian, deriving the corresponding expressions of the core shifts parameters. We employ the basis of Ref. [17] in the U(3) 5 flavour symmetric limit and, unlike in the SMEFT case, we use a notation with dimensionless Wilson coefficients c i , writing explicitly the suppression scale Λ when necessary. Details about the definition of the fields and operators of the HEFT Lagrangian can be found in Ref. [17] .
The input parameter shifts read in this case:
where it is worth noting that the operator P 12 = (Tr(TW µν )) 2 F 12 (h), which is equivalent to the dimension-8 operator (H † W µν H) 2 , introduces a shift in them W parameter, which is identically vanishing in the SMEFT case when only including L 6 corrections. The shift in the Weinberg angle is consequently given by
The shifts in the Z couplings to fermions can be expressed in the notation of Eq. 3.10, where, for the HEFT theory:
As in the SMEFT case, the universal shift δḡ Z is unchanged when moving from the {α,m Z ,
where p, r are flavor indices and we have denoted by n V , n {VT} , n TVT the Wilson coefficients, respectively, of the operators
The flavor diagonal components of these structures, that correspond to Q
Hl and Q
Hl in the SMEFT, were removed from the basis of Ref. [17] and traded for bosonic operators. This explains why the shifts in the flavor diagonal Z-lepton couplings are much simplified compared to the Z-quark couplings.
The shifts in the W ± couplings, in the normalization of Eq. 3.16 are
Note that in the HEFT formalism it is possible to have W ± couplings to righthanded quark currents at the first order in the power counting: these are parameterized by the coefficients n The effective photon couplings are proportional toê(1 + δe/ê), where
Finally, variations in the triple gauge boson interaction can be expressed in the parameterization of Ref. [89] as
17) and their expression in terms of the HEFT coefficients are the following:
(B.20)
Compared to the shifts obtained in the SMEFT, more independent HEFT operators contribute to TGCs. This is partly due to a different basis choice for effects equivalent to dimension-6 invariants: as an example, the HEFT basis of Ref. [17] contains the operators 
In particular, the latter gives a non-vanishing δg Z 5 .
Finally, it is worth noting that due to the contribution of the operator P 12 , the SMEFT relationship δκ Z = δg Z 1 − t 2 θ (δκ γ − δg γ 1 ) does not hold for the HEFT Lagrangian even at leading order. Best fit values and corresponding 1σ confidence regions for ∆ SMEFT = {0%, 1%} and for the two input parameter schemes considered in this work. The numbers have been obtaining after profiling the χ 2 over the other parameters and they have been multiplied by a factor 100. Table 6 : Best fit values and corresponding 1σ confidence regions for ∆ SMEFT = {0%, 1%} and for the two input parameter schemes considered in this work. These numbers have been obtained minimizing the χ 2 with one parameter at a time (despite the non-minimal character of the SMEFT [106] ), and they have been multiplied by a factor 100.
C Numerical global fit results
D Addendum: independent treatment of U (3) 5 contractions for Q ll
The main text adopts an overly restrictive form of a U(3) 5 limit by not allowing two independent flavor contractions admitted by the operator Q ll in the U(3) 5 flavor symmetric limit [45] . Defining
both C ll and C ll are allowed to be independent parameters in the U(3) 5 flavour symmetric limit. The discussion above uses the same parameter C ll in both terms, which is overly restrictive. This leads to C ll → C ll in the equations (3.4), (3.15), (3.22)-(2.25) that read respectively:
The list in Eq. (3.37) should also include C ll :
Hq , C HW B , C HD , C ll , C ll , C ee , C le }, (D Tables 7, 8 . The limits obtained minimizing the coefficients one-at-a-time are largely unchanged, while the fit results that marginalize over the larger set of parameters are modified. A significant scheme dependence is found for C ll in this case. This coefficient enters the considered observables via shift parameters. In the {α,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme it impacts most LEPI data, and in particular m W . In the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F }-scheme it affects dominantly bhabha scattering via δα, that is less constraining. C ll and C ee are poorly constrained and strongly anti-correlated as they both contribute to bhabha scattering only, where they enter in a linear combination of the form 15 [C ee + (1 + ∆(s, c θ ))C ll ] where 0 < ∆(s, c θ ) < 0.1 at the LEP2 c.m.s. energy. The direction C ll − C ee is nearly unconstrained and this degeneracy is weakly broken by the kinematic 15 Here c θ is the cosine of the angle between the incoming e − and the outgoing e + in bhabha scattering. dependence. The correlations are larger in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme for the observables considered. C ll is more correlated with C ll , C ee , C le as bhabha scattering provides the dominant constraint on C ll in this scheme increasing correlations. In the {α W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme, C ll is primarily bounded by the m W measurement, and this allows the parameters to split in less correlated blocks, one constrained by LEPI + WW production data and one by bhabha scattering. Best fit values and corresponding 1σ confidence regions for ∆ SMEFT = {0%, 1%} and for the two input parameter schemes considered in this work. The numbers have been obtaining after profiling the χ 2 over the other parameters and they have been multiplied by a factor 100. Table 8 : Best fit values and corresponding 1σ confidence regions for ∆ SMEFT = {0%, 1%} and for the two input parameter schemes considered in this work. These numbers have been obtained minimizing the χ 2 with one parameter at a time (despite the non-minimal character of the SMEFT [106] ), and they have been multiplied by a factor 100.
